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Abstrat

Deuteron-indued nulear reations for the generation of

103

Pd were investigated

using the staked-foil ativation tehnique on rhodium targets at deuteron ener-

gies up to Ed = 33MeV. The exitation funtions of the reations

103

Rh(d,xn)

101,103

Pd,

103

Rh(d,x)

100g,um,101m,g,102m,g

Rh and

103

Rh(d,2p)

103

Ru have been measured,

and the Thik-Target Yield for

103

Pd has been alulated.
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1. Introdution

103

Pd (t1/2=16.991 d [1℄) deays almost exlusively (99.90%) by eletron

apture (EC) to

103m

Rh (t1/2=56.12 min) whih de-exites through internal

transition (IT). As a result of these proesses (EC and IT) Auger-eletrons and
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X-rays are emitted whih are ideally suited for aner therapy. Taking into a-5

ount also the de-exitation of the �daughter� nulide

103m

Rh, every 100 deays

of

103

Pd are aompanied by the emission of about 263 Auger eletrons, 188

low-energy onversion eletrons and 97 X-rays [2℄. These deay features and

the pratial absene of high-energy γ-rays make 103

Pd partiulary suitable for

interstitial brahytherapy: enapsulated in millimetre-size seed implants it is10

used in prostate [3℄, breast [4℄ or horoidal melanomas [5℄ aner brahytherapy.

It has been shown that gold nanopartiles (Au NPs) distributed in the viinity

of

103

Pd radioative implants an at as radiosensitivers that strongly enhane

the therapeuti dose of radioative implants [6, 7℄. A new strategy under de-

velopment to replae millimetre-size seeds [8℄, onsist in injeting radioative15

nanopartiles in the a�eted tissues. The development of

103

Pd�Au NPs dis-

tributed in the diseased tissue, ould inrease the uniformity of the treatment

ompared to larger seeds, while enhaning the radiotherapeuti dose to the an-

er ells through Au-mediated radiosensitisation e�et.

The synthesis of radiolabeled nanopartiles suh as albumin miro- and20

nanospheres [9℄ or

103

Pd-labeled moleules for targeted therapy [10℄ require the

highest ahievable Spei� Ativity (A

S

), de�ned as the ratio between the ativ-

ity of the radionulide of interest and the mass of the sum of all radioative and

stable isotopes of the nulide [11℄ (ideally approahing the theoretial arrier

free value of A

S

(CF)=2.76GBq·µg−1
). While for the seeds already in use the25

spei� ativity is pratially unimportant, the nanomediine approah involv-

ing the synthesis of nanopartiles as nano-seeds or as drug arriers high spei�

ativities have to be ahieved and only the radioative omponent should be

present in the synthesis proess. Therefore, a quantitative radiohemial sepa-

ration of the Pd from the Rh target and its o-produed radionulides is required30

whih an be ahieved by ion-exhange reations or omplexation [12℄.

Currently,

103

Pd is produed in reators via the

102

Pd(n,γ) reation with a

very low A

S

or in no-arrier-added form with aelerators using proton indued

reations [13℄.35
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Irradiation of pure palladium-102 (enrihed from 3.2% natural abundane

to 100%) to saturation (tirr ≃ 85 d) in a nulear reator with a �ux of 1015 ·

n s−1 · cm−2
will lead to about 6.8% of

103

Pd.

The most widely used aelerator prodution method based on high-�ux 18

MeV proton irradiation of a

103

Rh target in ylotrons [14, 15℄ allows to reah40

a yield [16℄ equal to 2.40 GBq·C−1
and of 3.25 GBq·C−1

if protons of 50 MeV

ould be used.

The use of a deuteron beam appears to be attrative for the prodution of

several radionulides sine the (d,2n) reation ross-setion in the medium to

high mass region is generally higher than that of (p,n) reations [17℄. However,45

studies on this alternative prodution methods using deuterons are sare, and

only two studies were reported at the beginning of this researh work [18, 19℄.

The present work presents experimental results for the ross-setions of the

103

Rh(d,2n)

103

Pd reation and of the o-produed radionulides in the 5�3350

MeV energy range.

2. Experimental

The exitation funtions were determined using the staked-foil tehnique.

Staks of thin foils onsisted of alternating high purity aluminium (as energy de-

grader and monitor foils inserted between the Rh and the Ti targets), rhodium55

and titanium foils. In partiular eah stak was omposed of four or �ve ouple

of Rh and Al foils, depending on the irradiation energy, and (i) by one Ti foil,

inserted as �nal monitor foil in the stak for the JRC-Ispra irradiations or (ii)

one Ti foil after eah of the Rh/Al foils in the stak for the GIP-ARRONAX

irradiations.60

High purity

103

Rh targets (99.9%, Goodfellow Cambridge Ltd., Ermine

Business Park, Huntingdon PE29 6WR, UK) had a nominal thikness of 12.5 or

25 µm (∼ 15.1-31.7 mg·m−2
with a general relative unertainty of ± 2%: these
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values of target thikness used in the alulation were measured aurately by65

weighing).

Low-energy irradiations were arried out on �ve staks with the ylotron

(Sanditronix MC40, K = 38) of the JRC-Ispra at di�erent inident energies

overing the energy range from 16.6 MeV down to 5.2 MeV with a onstant70

urrent of 100 nA for a duration of 1 hour.

Eah irradiation was arried out in an insulated target holder under vauum,

whih was designed as an elongated Faraday up to determine the integrated

harge of the deuteron beam. Inside the Faraday up a strong magnet was

installed to avoid esaping of sattered or baksattered eletrons as the loss75

of suh eletrons ould lead to a virtually larger deuteron harge on the foil

staks. Two oaxial Al ollimators (5 mm in diameter) were plaed in front of

the Faraday up. Based on the distane between the ollimators and the last

ouple of quadrupoles, a maximum broadening of the beam of a few µm was

alulated. The harge was integrated by a urrent integrator (BIC Brookhaven80

Instruments Corporation, Austin, TX, USA; model 1000C), alibrated within

2% of unertainty by an authorized alibration servie (Nemko S.p.A., Bias-

sono, MB, Italy). The inident deuteron energy had an unertainty of ± 0.20

MeV [20℄.

The reliability of the integrated urrent has been validated by the values of the85

ross-setions measured for

nat

Ti targets used as monitor foils, ompared with

the IAEA tabulated monitor reation

nat

Ti(d,x)

48

V [21℄.

Medium and high-energy irradiations were arried out with an IBA C70

ylotron of the ARRONAX enter, Saint-Herblain (FR). The ARRONAX y-90

lotron delivers deuteron beams at variable energies with an energy unertainty

of ± 0.25 MeV [22℄. The staks were irradiated with an external deuteron beam.

A 75 µm thik kapton foil was used as beam exit window, separating the beam

line vauum from atmospheri pressure in the vault. The staks were loated

68 mm downstream in air.95
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Figure 1: Exitation funtion for

nat

Ti(d,x)

48

V nulear reations.

During the irradiation, an instrumented beam stop was used to ontrol the

beam urrent stability. However, it was not used as a Faraday up with preise

intensity measurements, sine it is not under vauum and is not equipped with

a magnet to avoid esaping of sattered or baksattered eletrons.

In this ase, it was mandatory to use titanium and aluminium foils as degraders100

and as monitors to determine the experimental beam intensity value and energy

from the

nat

Ti(d,x)

48

V and

27

Al(d,x)

24

Na IAEA tabulated monitor reations

[21℄ (Figures 1 and 2).

Four di�erent staks were irradiated with a di�erent inident energy in order

to minimize energy straggling in a single experiment and to over the energy105

range from 34 MeV down to 14 MeV, with an overlap of more than 2 MeV with

the irradiations performed at the JRC-Ispra. The irradiations were arried out

with a mean beam intensity of about 170 nA for 1 h.

The mean deuteron beam energy and energy degradation in eah foil were110
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Figure 2: Exitation funtion for

27

Al(d,x)

24

Na nulear reations.

omputed by the Monte Carlo based omputer ode SRIM 2013 [23℄. The un-

ertainty of the mean energy in eah foil (± 0.2�0.4 MeV) inludes the energy

unertainty of the extrated deuteron beam, as well as the unertainties (± 0.1�

0.3 MeV) in the mean mass thiknesses and the beam-energy straggling inside

the target foils.115

The ativity of the radionulides deteted in eah foil was measured at the

LASA laboratory (INFN and Physis Dept. of University of Milan, Segrate

MI), without any hemial proessing, by alibrated high purity germanium

(HPGe) detetors (EG&G Orte, 15% relative e�ieny, FWHM = 2.2 keV at120

1.33 MeV). The detetors were alibrated in energy and e�ieny with erti-

�ed

152

Eu and

133

Ba soures (CeraLEA, Frane and Amersham, UK). All foils

were measured in the same geometrial position as that used for the alibration

soures in order to avoid orretions for di�erent geometries. The distane from
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the detetor ap was su�iently high to redue dead time and pile up errors to125

negligible values (< 0.1%). The �rst measurements of the samples were gener-

ally started within a few hours (for the Ispra irradiations) or within 48 hours

(for ARRONAX irradiations) after the end of bombardment (EOB). The mea-

surements ontinued for about six months in order to follow the deay of the

main radionulides and to let ompletely deay eventual �parent� radionulides.130

The overall unertainty of the determined ross-setions is aused by several

error soures in the measurement and evaluation proess. Regarding the mea-

surement proess, a typial omponent is related to the statistial error in the

peak ounts: partiular attention is given to redue this value as low as possi-135

ble (< 1%�18%, depending on the radionulides and on the energies). Other

signi�ant error soures were: the target thikness and uniformity (< 2%), the

integrated harge (≤ 2%), the unertainty of the alibration soures (1.5% and

2.0%) and the �tting of the detetor e�ieny urves (< 1%), with an overall

relative error of 4�20%.140

The published data for the abundane of the gamma emissions and the half-

lives were onsidered as being exat. Admittedly, espeially the unertainty

of the low values of the abundane of the gamma emission of

103

Pd will add

diretly to the overall error in the determination of the reation ross setion

[17℄. Deay harateristis for the radionulides investigated, as summarized in145

Table 1, were taken from [1℄ and [24℄.

3. Results

The thin foils were measured, positioning them on the detetor with the

beam-on and the detetor up being fae to fae. The experimental ross-

setions σ(E) [m2·atom−1
℄ for eah target were alulated from the thin-target150

yield making use of the relationship:

σ(E) = yEOIB(E) ·
M · Z · e ·∆E

λ ·NA · ρx
(1)
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Table 1: Deay data [1℄ of Pd, Rh and Ru radionulides and ontributing reations with

the energies Eγ used for the ativity alulation and the orresponding abundanies Iγ . The

thereshold energy (Eth) evaluation is based on the mass defets reported in [24℄.

Nulide t1/2 Contributing reations Eth (MeV) Eγ (keV) Iγ (%)

104

Pd stable

103

Rh(d,n)

104

Pd 0

103

Pd 16.991 d

103

Rh(d,2n)

103

Pd 3.62 357.47 0.0221

102

Pd stable

103

Rh(d,3n)

102

Pd 11.39

101

Pd 8.47 h

103

Rh(d,4n)

101

Pd 22.17 296.29 19.2

102m

Rh 3.742 a [25℄

∗ 103

Rh(d,p2n)

102m

Rh 11.91 697.49 43.9

103

Rh(d,dn)

102m

Rh 7.91

103

Rh(d,t)

102m

Rh 1.53

102g

Rh 207 d

103

Rh(d,p2n)

102g

Rh 11.77 468.59 2.813

103

Rh(d,dn)

102g

Rh 7.77

103

Rh(d,t)

102g

Rh 1.39

101m

Rh 4.34 d

103

Rh(d,p3n)

101m

Rh 19.52 306.85 87

103

Rh(d,d2n)

101m

Rh 17.25

103

Rh(d,tn)

101m

Rh 10.87

101g

Rh 3.3 a

103

Rh(d,p3n)

101g

Rh 19.36 197.6 70.88

103

Rh(d,d2n)

101g

Rh 17.09

103

Rh(d,tn)

101g

Rh 10.71

100g

Rh 20.8 h

103

Rh(d,p4n)

100g

Rh 29.44 539.51 80.6

103

Rh(d,d3n)

100g

Rh 27.18

103

Rh(d,t2n)

100g

Rh 20.80

103

Ru 39.26 d

103

Rh(d,2p)

103

Ru 2.25 497.08 90.9

∗
The value reported in [1℄ is ∼ 2.9 a: in this ase we prefer to use a more preise value

from another database
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where yEOIB(E) is the thin-target yield [Bq·C−1·Mev

−1
℄ at the End Of Instan-

taneous Bombardment, M denotes the atomi mass [g·mol−1
℄, NA Avogadro's

onstant [atom·mol−1
℄, E = 〈E〉 denotes the mean deuteron beam energy ross-

ing the �thin� foil [MeV℄, e the eletron harge [C℄, Z the atomi number of the155

projetile, ∆E the beam energy loss in the target [MeV℄, λ the deay onstant

[s

−1
℄ of the investigated radionulide, and ρx the mass thikness [g·m−2

℄.

yEOIB(E) was alulated using the equation:

yEOIB(E) =
COUNTSγ

εγ · Iγ · LT
·

1

Q ·∆E
·D(RT ) ·G(tirr) · e

λ·∆t
(2)

where Q is the integrated deuteron harge [C℄, COUNTSγ denotes the net

photo-peak ounts at energy Eγ above the ontinuum bakground, Iγ the γ-160

emission absolute abundane, εγ the experimental e�ieny of the HPGe de-

tetor at the γ-energy onsidered, LT the Live ounting Time [s℄, RT the Real

ounting Time, whih is the sum of LT and the Dead ounting Time DT (RT

=LT + DT [s℄), ∆t denotes the waiting time from the EOB [s℄, tirr the irradi-

ation time [s℄ and ∆E the beam energy loss in the foil [MeV℄. The quantities165

D(RT ) (the deay fator to orret deay during ounting time) and G(tirr)

(the growing fator to orret deay during irradiation) with the dimension 1

are de�ned as:

D(RT ) =
λ ·RT

1− e−λ·RT
(3)

and

G(tirr) =
λ · tirr

1− e−λ·tirr
. (4)

170

The measured exitation funtions are ompared in Figures 4�13 with avail-

able literature data. The numerial data are olleted in Table 2 and Table 3.

The ross-setions for Pd isotopes were also theoretially alulated with EMPIRE-

3.2.2 [26℄ in order to evaluate the best energy of irradiation to obtain

103

Pd with175

9
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Figure 3: Example of γ-ray spetrum. The ounting unertainty of the 357.47 keV emission

is ∼ 1.5%. The γ-ray emissions of

103

Pd are learly visible in spite of their low intensities.

the highest A

S

(Setion 3.7).

In spite of the di�erenes in the irradiation onditions (see Setion 2) there is a

very good overlap between the experimental data obtained from the JRC-Ispra

and the ARRONAX failities.

3.1.

103

Rh(d,2n)

103

Pd180

103

Pd has a half-life of t1/2 = 16.991 d and an be produed by the (d,2n)

reation. The ativity was determined from the 357.47 keV emission (Iγ =

0.0221%). In some ases (e.g. Figure 3), we ould verify the ativity using the

294.978 keV emission (Iγ = 0.00280%). The results are in very good agreement

and provide some on�dene in the tabulated γ-intensities in spite of their small185

values.

Due to the small γ-ray intensities, whih suggest that they may exhibit a

10



Table 2: Experimental ross-setions (± 1 Standard Deviation, ± 1SD) of the

103

Rh(d,xn)

103,101

Pd,

103

Rh(d,2p)

103

Ru and

103

Rh(d,p5n)

100g

Rh reations

Energy

101

Pd

103

Pd

103

Ru

100g

Rh

(MeV) (mb) (mb) (mb) (mb)

5.2 ± 0.3 22.5 ± 2.9

6.5 ± 0.3 131.2 ± 7.8 0.0108 ± 0.0016

7.4 ± 0.2 325 ± 18 0.0204 ± 0.0013

7.8 ± 0.3 317 ± 21 0.0271 ± 0.0040

8.4 ± 0.2 516 ± 30 0.0370 ± 0.0031

8.9 ± 0.3 604 ± 35 0.0513 ± 0.0053

9.5 ± 0.2 681 ± 41 0.0567 ± 0.0047

10.0 ± 0.3 800 ± 45 0.0639 ± 0.0054

10.5 ± 0.2 845 ± 49 0.0780 ± 0.0062

11.1 ± 0.3 0.0870 ± 0.0047

11.5 ± 0.3 0.090 ± 0.011

12.2 ± 0.3 0.1019 ± 0.0063

12.5 ± 0.3 1166 ± 64 0.1063 ± 0.0063

13.2 ± 0.4 1127 ± 64 0.1076 ± 0.0055

13.6 ± 0.3 1141 ± 70 0.1085 ± 0.0069

13.9 ± 0.3 1253 ± 72 0.1200 ± 0.0063

14.3 ± 0.3 1140 ± 110 0.125 ± 0.014

14.5 ± 0.3 1210 ± 110 0.146 ± 0.012

15.0 ± 0.4 1261 ± 71 0.1491 ± 0.0080

15.5 ± 0.4 1108 ± 62 0.1404 ± 0.0071

15.7 ± 0.3 1090 ± 96 0.157 ± 0.013

16.1 ± 0.4 1127 ± 53 0.196 ± 0.010

16.5 ± 0.3 1044 ± 93 0.180 ± 0.015

16.6 ± 0.4 1040 ± 59 0.1747 ± 0.0088

18.7 ± 0.3 743 ± 66 0.326 ± 0.028

21.3 ± 0.3 393 ± 66 0.628 ± 0.052

21.7 ± 0.4 374 ± 37 0.625 ± 0.052

23.8 ± 0.4 240 ± 28 1.002 ± 0.082

25.8 ± 0.3 12.3 ± 1.1 208 ± 25 1.37 ± 0.11

27.7 ± 0.3 56.6 ± 4.7 189 ± 24 1.68 ± 0.14

28 ± 0.4 46.9 ± 3.9 169 ± 24 1.59 ± 0.13

29.8 ± 0.4 122 ± 10 143 ± 24 1.92 ± 0.16 0.233 ± 0.031

31.5 ± 0.4 195 ± 16 141 ± 31 2.17 ± 0.18 0.684 ± 0.067

33.1 ± 0.4 266 ± 22 96 ± 20 2.39 ± 0.19 1.36 ± 0.12
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Table 3: Experimental ross-setions (± 1SD) of the

103

Rh(d,pxn)

•
Rh

Energy

102m

Rh

102g

Rh

101m

Rh

101g

Rh

(MeV) (mb) (mb) (mb) (mb)

7.4 ± 0.2 1.40 ± 0.32

8.9 ± 0.3 1.91 ± 0.18

9.5 ± 0.2 2.04 ± 0.18

10.0 ± 0.3 0.230 ± 0.079 3.35 ± 0.55

10.5 ± 0.2 0.161 ± 0.064 3.77 ± 0.22

11.1 ± 0.3 0.66 ± 0.12 7.83 ± 0.47

12.2 ± 0.3 0.81 ± 0.20 9.69 ± 0.60

12.5 ± 0.4 0.407 ± 0.055 10.37 ± 0.72

13.2 ± 0.4 0.51 ± 0.10 11.09 ± 0.53

13.6 ± 0.3 0.74 ± 0.18 11.0 ± 1.2

13.9 ± 0.3 0.67 ± 0.08 13.51 ± 0.69

14.3 ± 0.3 1.56 ± 0.27 14.1 ± 1.4

15.0 ± 0.4 1.46 ± 0.20 15.40 ± 0.88

15.5 ± 0.4 1.39 ± 0.11 15.21 ± 0.74

16.1 ± 0.4 2.35 ± 0.29 16.8 ± 1.0

16.5 ± 0.3 2.21 ± 0.26 17.6 ± 1.5

16.6 ± 0.4 2.19 ± 0.16 16.89 ± 0.88

18.7 ± 0.3 8.22 ± 0.83 23.7 ± 2.1

21.3 ± 0.3 33.6 ± 2.8 32.7 ± 4.8

21.7 ± 0.4 35.7 ± 3.0 39.1 ± 3.3 1.074 ± 0.089 0.50 ± 0.13

23.8 ± 0.4 73.0 ± 6.0 63.4 ± 5.3 0.950 ± 0.078 1.08 ± 0.23

25.8 ± 0.3 113.4 ± 9.2 85.1 ± 7.1 17.7 ± 1.6 1.58 ± 0.16

27.7 ± 0.3 148 ± 12 105.0 ± 8.6 76.9 ± 6.6 1.86 ± 0.17

28.0 ± 0.4 138 ± 11 97.4 ± 8.0 64.7 ± 5.6 1.97 ± 0.18

29.7 ± 0.4 167 ± 14 112.8 ± 9.2 114 ± 10 3.85 ± 0.34

31.5 ± 0.4 186 ± 15 119.8 ± 9.8 268 ± 23 7.35 ± 0.66

33.1 ± 0.4 191 ± 16 121.8 ± 9.9 371 ± 32 14.3 ± 1.3
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large unertainty, Sudar et al. [27℄ based their quanti�ation of

103

Pd on the

X-ray emissions of

103

Pd. More reently Hussain et al. [28℄ pointed out that

also the abundane of the emitted X-rays exhibits an unertainty of up to 20%190

whih might require a renormalization of the reation ross setions derived

by Sudar et al. [27℄. Additionally, also the quanti�ation via X-rays is not

straightforward due to interfering X-ray emissions from o-produed nulides

and due to self-absorption e�ets [27℄. Where our quanti�ation was based on

the 357.47 keV and the 294.978 keV emissions both, of whih the latter exhibits195

an even lower intensity, the results agreed very well. This seems to orroborate

the statement made by Hussain et al. [28℄ that the intensity of the 357.4 keV

gamma-ray is low but still appears to be orret. Therefore, in the present work

we assume that the 357.47 keV and 294.978 keV emissions have an intensity

unertainty of 3.2% of 2.5%, respetively [1, 29℄.200

The measured experimental ross-setions are shown in Figure 4 together

with the data determined in the earlier studies and urves of theoretial al-

ulations with EMPIRE-II [30℄, EMPIRE-3.2.2 and TENDL-2015 [31℄ odes.

Our ross-setions are in good agreement with the results of Hermanne et al.205

[18℄ (γ data), while they are in the maximum about 15% higher than those of

Ditroi et al. [19℄. The predition of EMPIRE-3.2.2 and EMPIRE-II and the

reommended set of Hussain et al. [28℄ are lose to the experimental data, while

TENDL-2015 underestimates the reation ross-setions at energies above 10

MeV.210

In order to enable quantitative onsiderations for the prodution of

103

Pd,

it is useful to alulate the Thik-Target Yield (TTY). This was done using the

polynomial �t result of the experimental thin-target yields presented in Figure

5 and integrating it up to a given deuteron energy. Figure 6 shows the resulting215

Thik-Target Yield in omparison with four experimental Thik-Target Yields

presented in literature (Dmitrievet al. [32, 33℄ and Mukhammedov et al. [34℄)

and the IAEA reommended ones [15℄ for deuteron (solid line) and proton (dash

13



 Hermanne 2002,  ray
 Tarkanyi 2009
 present work - JRC Ispra
 present work - ARRONAX
 TENDL-2015
 EMPIRE II (Menapace)
 EMPIRE 3.2.2
 Hussain 2009

Figure 4: Comparison of the exitation funtion for the

103

Rh(d,2n)

103

Pd nulear reation

with literature data and simulation odes.

line) irradiations.

A very good agreement between the experimental data sets and the urve220

related to the present work an be reognized. The inreasing disrepanies

between the IAEA urve and the present work at energies above 15 MeV still

remain inside the error bars of the experimental data sets.

A omparison between our urve for the deuteron prodution and the IAEA225

urve for the proton prodution of

103

Pd shows that the Yields are omparable

up to 12 MeV. For higher partile energies the ahievable Thik-Target Yield

with deuterons is higher than with protons.

3.2.

103

Rh(d,4n)

101

Pd

101

Pd has a half-life of t1/2 = 8.47 h and an be produed by the (d,4n)230

reation. The ativity was assessed through the 296.29 keV gamma line (Iγ =

19.2%).

14
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Pd experimental and �tted thin-target yield.
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Figure 7: Exitation funtion for

103

Rh(d,4n)

101

Pd nulear reation.

Our ross-setions are in good agreement with the results of Ditroi et al. [19℄

(Figure 7). The predition of EMPIRE-3.2.2 is generally higher than experi-

mental values.235

3.3.

103

Rh(d,x)

102m,g

Rh

102

Rh an be produed via the (d,p2n), (d,dn) and (d,t) reations.

102m

Rh has a half-life of t1/2 = 3.742 a and the ativity was assessed through

the 697.49 keV gamma line (Iγ = 43.90%).240

Our ross-setions are in reasonable agreement with the results of Ditroi et al.

[19℄ and Hermanne et al. [18℄ (Figure 8).

102g

Rh has a half-life of t1/2 = 207 d and its ativity was determined from

the 468.59 keV gamma line (Iγ = 2.813%). Under our experimental onditions245

102g

Rh is mainly formed diretly beause the ontribution of the deay of the

16
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Figure 8: Exitation funtion for

103

Rh(d,x)

102m

Rh nulear reations.

metastable level is negligible (only 0.233% IT and low ratio between the half-

lives).

Our ross-setions are in good agreement with the results of Hermanne et al.

[18℄ (Figure 9). The disrepany with Ditroi et al. [19℄ may be explained taking250

into aount that Ditroi et al. used the 628.05 keV gamma line to determine the

ativity but also

102m

Rh ontributes to this emission (Iγ = 8.5%) whih may

result in an overestimation of the

102g

Rh ativity. It is possible to appreiate

this ontribution at energies greater than 18 MeV: it is shown in Figure 8 that

the

103

Rh(d,x)

102m

Rh ross-setion starts to inrease rapidly exeeding this en-255

ergy value.

3.4.

103

Rh(d,x)

101m,g

Rh

101

Rh an be produed by the (d,p3n), (d,d2n) and (d,tn) reations.

260
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Figure 9: Exitation funtion for

103

Rh(d,x)

102g

Rh nulear reations.

101m

Rh has a half-life of t1/2 = 4.34 d and the ativity was determined from

the 306.85 keV emission (Iγ = 87%);

101m

Rh is also formed by the deay of the

muh shorter lived

101

Pd (8.47 h, 99.731%). Therefore, the measurements for

this radionulide were done one that

101

Pd was ompletely deayed in order to

subtrat this ontribution. Our ross-setions are quite smaller than the results265

of Ditroi et al. [19℄ (Figure 10) beause Detroi et al. measured the umulative

prodution of

101m

Rh.

101g

Rh has a half-life of t1/2 = 3.3 a and the ativity was determined quan-

tifying the 197.6 keV emission (Iγ = 70.88%).

101g

Rh is also formed by the270

de-exitation of the shorter lived metastable level

101m

Rh and, also in this ase,

the measurements for this radionulide were done one that its metastable level

was ompletely de-exited. Our ross-setions are in quite good agreement with

the few data points of Ditroi et al. [19℄ (Figure 11).

275
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Figure 12: Exitation funtion for

103

Rh(d,x)

100g,um

Rh nulear reations.

3.5.

103

Rh(d,x)

100g,um

Rh

100

Rh an be produed by the (d,p4n), (d,d3n) and (d,t2n) reations.

100g

Rh has a half-life of t1/2 = 20.8 h and the ativity was determined

analysing the 539.51 keV gamma emission (Iγ = 80.6%)280

The determined ross-setion inludes a ontribution from the not measured

short lived and totally deayed

100m

Rh isomer (t1/2 = 4.7 m).

The derived ross-setion data are in good agreement with the results of Ditroi

et al. [19℄ (Figure 12).

285

3.6.

103

Rh(d,2p)

103

Ru

103

Ru has a half-life of t1/2 = 39.26 d and an be produed via the (d,2p)

reation. The ativity was determined from the 497.08 keV gamma emission (Iγ

= 90.9%).
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Figure 13: Exitation funtion for

103

Rh(d,2p)

103

Ru nulear reation.

The determined ross-setions are in good agreement with the results of Ditroi290

et al. [19℄ (Figure 13).

3.7. Spei� Ativity for

103

Pd prodution

In spite of the good agreement between the presented experimental data for

the prodution of

103

Pd and the theoretial alulations using EMPIRE-3.2.2295

ode there is a ertain unertainty in the alulation of the stable

104

Pd via the

(d,n) reation due to di�ulties to inorporate the deuteron breakup proess in

the simulation odes. However, the unertainties assoiated with these di�ul-

ties are less for heavier nulei (suh as

103

Rh) when ompared with light nulei

suh as

19

F where the e�ets may be dominating. In any ase they are more300

pronouned for (d,p) reations [35℄ and do also ontribute up to 50% to (d,2n)

reations [36℄ whih are in the present ase aeptably desribed by EMPIRE-

3.2.2 ode. It may therefore be justi�ed to assume that this e�et is not ritial
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for the derivation of the ahievable spei� ativity.

305

Based on the EMPIRE simulation (Figure 14) and in ase of a thik target

with total energy absorption, in order to obtain the highest A

S

of

103

Pd (90%),

the best inident energy is 13.3 MeV (Figure 15). The urve presented in Fig-

ure 15 is exat for an Instantaneous Bombardment but, for an inident deuteron

energy smaller than 22 MeV (the energy threshold for the prodution of

101

Pd),310

it is a very good desription at the End of Bombardment for tirr ≪ (λ103Pd)
−1

(i.e. tirr ≪ 588 h).

Additionally we alulated the Spei� Ativity of

103

Pd for the produ-

tion using protons using the ross-setion data for the

103

Rh(p,n)

103

Pd nulear315

reation reommended by the IAEA [15℄ and the ross-setion data for the

103

Rh(p,xn)

102,101

Pd nulear reations reported in TENDL-2015 [31℄

.

Normalizing the alulated Spei� Ativity at the end of bombardment to

its theoretial arrier free value it an be reognized from Figure 15 that for320

proton energies up to about 8.5 MeV the value of A

S,EOIB

/A

S

(CF) stays at

nearly 100% and drops below the value for deuteron ativation when a proton

energy of 10.7 MeV is exeeded. Thus, the ahievement of higher Thik-Target

Yields making use of the

103

Rh(p,n)

103

Pd reation is ompromised above 8.5

MeV proton energy by the ahievable spei� ativity and drops above 10.7 MeV325

below the values for the spei� ativity that an be obtained with deuterons.

It should be noted that a o-prodution of Rh and Ru isotopes does not

ompromise the radiohemial purity as these elements an be separated from

Pd easily [12℄.330
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4. Conlusions

In the present study the exitation funtions for the radionulides produed

by ylotron irradiation of Rh targets with deuteron beams have been experi-

mentally determined in the energy range from 5 to 33 MeV. In partiular, the

ross-setion for

103

Pd prodution by

103

Rh(d,2n)

103

Pd nulear reations have335

been determined.

In the energy range presented here, the only radio-isotopi impurity is the

101

Pd radionulide that has an energy threshold of 22 MeV and an half-life of

8.47 h.

340

In order to ahieve a high Spei� Ativity A

S

it is mandatory to take into

aount also the prodution of stable palladium isotopes (f. Figure 15). The

presented exitation urves allow the alulation of the optimized

103

Pd bath

yield and Spei� Ativity. For deuteron ativations using the

103

Rh(d,2n)

103

Pd

reation the highest spei� ativity an be ahieved with an inident deuteron345

energy of 13.3 MeV, and it is possible to produe 2.6 GBqC

−1
of

103

Pd at the

EOIB. The same produt quality an be obtained by proton irradiations making

use of the

103

Rh(p,n)

103

Pd reation with an inident proton energy of about 10.5

MeV however at the expense of an about 3 times lower Thik-Target Yield (see

Figure 6). This ould be ompensated by a ombination of higher proton beam350

urrent and longer irradiation time. Unfortunately, at least at the moment, the

number of ylotrons that an provide deuterons with an energy above 13 MeV

(taking into aount losses in beam entrane windows et.) is very limited.

The radiohemial separation of the

103

Pd from the target material is easier

the smaller the target mass, whih points to deuterons having a higher stop-355

ping power than protons and hene a shorter range in the target material. For

13.3 MeV deuterons a thik target would orrespond to a 188µm thik Rh foil.

Comparing this with the optimized irradiation onditions for protons we have to

ompare with the range of 10.5 MeV protons in Rh whih requires a thikness of

about 214µm to slow the protons to the energy threshold for the prodution of360

24



103

Pd. Therefore, no deisive advantage an be derived from this onsideration.

However, using a proton energy around 17 to 18 MeV, whih is the maximum for

many ylotrons used in medial environments, a thik Rh target needs to have

a thikness of at least 500µm and only about 30% of the theoretial spei�

ativity an be obtained.365

So, the use of deuteron beams leading to high TTYs, high radionulidi

purity, high spei� ativity is aompanied by the o-prodution of a small

amount of rhodium to be removed by the radiohemial separation. Due to

larger −dE/dx in the ase of deuteron more

103

Pd is formed when ompared370

over proton irradiations whih redues the required mass of

103

Rh for the tar-

gets: this is the major advantage of using deuteron beams beause of the high

ost of the high pure rhodium targets.

The main issue with the prodution of

103

Pd by deuteron irradiations is the375

sare availability of ylotrons providing high deuteron energies with reasonable

intensity. But due to the not so short half-life of

103

Pd radionulide, nothing

prevents to produe it now and in future in adequate Centres.
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